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1 Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure 1: Circuit variants. A circuit diagram of the exclusive receiver circuit with genetic
parts labelled in black that were included in the final circuit and in red that were evaluated but discarded.
Not all combinations of parts were tested.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Raw timecourse fluorescence traces. . Fluorescence output, measured in mi-
croplate fluorometer assays, of the Exclusive Receiver circuit, plotted as CFP (dark cyan) and YFP (dark
yellow) fluorescence against time, at the concentrations of C6, C12, ATC, and IPTG indicated. Model simu-
lations (cyan and yellow) of the maximum likelihood parameters are overlaid. Source data are provided as
a Source Data file.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Flow cytometry measurements of naive cells a, Exclusive Receiver cells cultured
in the indicated concentrations of C6 and C12. YFP fluorescence is plotted on the X-axis while CFP fluo-
rescence is plotted on the Y-axis. b, Receiver cells cultured in the indicated concentrations of C6 and C12.
Square indicates the position of untreated cells. c, Gating strategy. Cells also constitutively express mRFP1
via a genomic transgene. Only RFP+ cells were used for analysis and electronic noise, cell debris and cell
clusters were excluded sequentially. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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Supplementary Figure 4: ATC and IPTG derepress mutual inhibition. Fluorescence output, measured in
microplate fluorometer assays, of the Exclusive Receiver circuit represented as a ratio of CFP- (left) or YFP-
(right) fluorescence to RFP fluorescence during exponential phase cultured in the presence of 1 mM IPTG
(top), 100 ng/ml ATC (middle) or 1 mM IPTG + 100 ng/ml ATC and the concentrations of 3O-C6-HSL (C6)
and 3O-C12-HSL (C12) indicated (see methods for a description of analysis). Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Flow cytometry measurements of conditioned cells a, Cells conditioned in 500
nM C12 then exposed to the indicated concentrations of C6 and C12. YFP fluorescence is plotted on the
X-axis while CFP fluorescence is plotted on the Y-axis. b, Cells conditioned in 500 nM C6 then exposed to the
indicated concentrations of C6 and C12. Square indicates the position of untreated cells. c, Gating strategy.
Cells also constitutively express mRFP1 via a genomic transgene. Only RFP+ cells were used for analysis
and electronic noise, cell debris and cell clusters were excluded sequentially. Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Microfluidics measurements of bistability. Single-cell data used to compute
ratios in Figure 2c. Cells were grown in microfluidic chips for 3 hours in the presence of either 37 nM C6
(rows 1 and 2) or 100 nM C12 (rows 3 and 4). Then media was changed to 100 nM C12 + 37 nM C6 (rows 1 and
3) or 100 nM C12 (row 2) or 37 nM C6 (row 4) . Cells were imaged with a frame rate of (1 frame/10 minutes).
Left panels in each column are kymographs of the CFP (left column) or YFP (right column) expression
per-cell, and fraction of cells as a heat map. Histograms represent the populations at 3 hours (red) and 8
hours (blue). Lines and shaded region represent the mean and standard deviation, respectively, over n = 4
biological replicates performed over 4 different days.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Bistability and switching of single cells is robust to high C6 signal concentra-
tion. Cells were grown in microfluidic chips for 3 hours in the presence of either 1 µM C6 (rows 1 and 2)
or 100 nM C12 (rows 3 and 4). Then media was changed to 100 nM C12 + 1 µM C6 (rows 1 and 3) or 100
nM C12 (row 2) or 1 µM C6 (row 4). Cells were imaged with a frame rate of (1 frame/10 minutes). Left
panels are kymographs of the log-ratio of CFP expression per-cell to YFP expression per-cell, and fraction
of cells as a heat map. Histograms represent the populations at 3 hours (red) and 8 hours (blue). Lines and
shaded region represent the mean and standard deviation, respectively, n = 4 biological replicates performed
over 4 different days. Right panels are sample montages of cells switching state (rows 3 and 4) or exhibiting
bistablity (rows 1 and 2); phase contrast and fluorescence channel ranges chosen for display.
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Supplementary Figure 8: Microfluidics measurements of bistability with high C6 signal concentration.
Single-cell data used to compute ratios in 7. Cells were grown in microfluidic chips for 3 hours in the
presence of either 1 µM C6 (rows 1 and 2) or 100 nM C12 (rows 3 and 4). Then media was changed to 100 nM
C12 + 1 µM C6 (rows 1 and 3) or 100 nM C12 (row 2) or 1 µM C6 (row 4) . Cells were imaged with a frame
rate of (1 frame/10 minutes). Left panels in each column are kymographs of the CFP (left column) or YFP
(right column) expression per-cell, and fraction of cells as a heat map. Histograms represent the populations
at 3 hours (red) and 8 hours (blue). Lines and shaded region represent the mean and standard deviation,
respectively, over n = 4 biological replicates performed over 4 different days.
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Supplementary Figure 9: Boundaries summarized in Figure 3c Endpoint fluorescence microscopy of Ex-
clusive Receiver cells grown in transient gradients of signals (C12 diffusing from the left, C6 diffusing from
the right) at the spatial average concentrations indicated and in the context of 10 µM IPTG throughout.
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Supplementary Figure 10: Swapping primary and secondary morphogens also produces patterning. a,
A circuit diagram of exclusive reporter cells co-transformed with the P81-LuxI relay device that responds
to C12 by producing C6. Cells that experience high levels of C12 (central cells) will express YFP, TetR, and
LuxI, causing them to produce C6 but be unable to sense it. Neighbouring cells (outer cells) that do not
experience C12 will sense C6 and express CFP and LacI. b, Isogenic cells transformed with the circuit shown
in (a) grown for 24 hours in the presence of a gradient of C12 diffusing from the centre express CFP and
YFP in mutually exclusive domains of gene expression.c, A simulation in C6-C12 space over time (t1-t2)
labelling points in physical space by their CFP and YFP expression (cyan and yellow points), and showing
the production of C6 as vectors (red arrows) that move the spatial average (black point) toward increasing
C6. The bistable region is outlined in red.
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Supplementary Figure 11: Variability in Exclusive Receiver circuit characterization. Ratiometric character-
ization [1, 2] was applied to time-series measurements of CFP, YFP and RFP fluorescence in cells expressing
the Exclusive Receiver circuit. (A) Three independent replicates are shown on an equivalent colour scale that
reports ratiometric promoter activity of CFP in response to 3O-C6-HSL and YFP in response to 3O-C12-HSL.
In both cases, chromosomally expressed mRFP1 are used as ratiometric controls. Also shown are the mean
(B) and coefficient of variation (C) of each condition across these replicates. In B, the region of bistability
described in Section 2.2 is indicated by the red line. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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Supplementary Figure 12: Variability in Receiver circuit characterization. Ratiometric characterization
[1, 2] was applied to time-series measurements of CFP, YFP and RFP fluorescence in cells expressing the
Receiver circuit. (A) Three independent replicates are shown on an equivalent colour scale that reports
ratiometric promoter activity of CFP in response to 3O-C6-HSL and YFP in response to 3O-C12-HSL. In both
cases, chromosomally expressed mRFP1 are used as ratiometric controls. Also shown are the mean (B) and
coefficient of variation (C) of each condition across these replicates. Source data are provided as a Source
Data file.
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Supplementary Figure 13: Hysteresis flow cytometry experiments. Each replicate (A-C) is the overlay of
two independent experiments with cells initialised in either 500 nM 3O-C6-HSL or 500 nM 3O-C12-HSL and
transferred into varying concentrations of morphogens as indicated on the major axes. Regions of concen-
trations where the final population state depends on its initial state are visible along the diagonal. CFP and
YFP fluorescence on the minor axes are normalised by RFP and centred such that auto-fluorescence of the 0
nM dilution is fixed in the bottom left. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.17
2 Supplementary Methods
Supplementary Table 1: Primers used for Gibson assembly of the exclusive receiver circuit
Primer name Sequence
PGMSR014 LacIND F TTTATTTGATGCCTGGCTTTATTACTGCCCGCTTTCCAGTCGG
PGMSR015 LacIND R GCGGGCAGTAATAAAGCCAGGCATCAAATAAAACGAAAGG
PGMSR038 LacI300 F TTTAGGACTGGACGGCGAAGGCCTGATGGAGTTCTCTAGTAT-
TATTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC
PGMSR039 LacI300 R AGAACTCCATCAGGCCTTCGCCGTCCAGTCCTAAAATGGT-
GAATGTGAAACCAGTAACGTTAT
PG081 Kan F GGAATCGAATGCAACCGGC
PG082 Kan R TGATGCGCTGGCAGTGTTC
PG342 Tet33 F TCACACAGGACTACTAGATGTCCAGATTAGATAAAAG-
TAAAGTGATTAACAGCGC
PG343 Tet33 R ATCTAATCTGGACATCTAGTAGTCCTGTGTGATTATTACTTG-
TACAGCTCGTCCATGCCG
PG373 TetAAV F CGAAAACTACGCTGCTGCTGTTTAATAACCAGGCAT-
CAAATAAAACGAAAGGC
PG374 TetAAV R TGGTTATTAAACAGCAGCAGCGTAGTTTTCGTCGTTTGCTGCG-
GACCCAC
JS3F Ori GAGTGTATACTGGCTTACTATGTTGGCACTG
JS3R Ori CAGTGCCAACATAGTAAGCCAGTATACACTC
18
2.1 Differential Equation Models and Parameter Inference
In this section, we derive ordinary differential equation (ODE) models for the reaction kinetics
underlying the Exclusive Receiver circuit. These derivations broadly follow the derivations of the
Receiver circuit in [3] and [4]. Importantly, we introduce differences in that original derivation
that lead to changes in the location of bifurcations in (C12,C6) space, when those derivations are
extended to incorporate dynamics of the repressor proteins LacI and TetR, and their chemical
inhibitors IPTG and ATC.
Dynamic characterization with inference graphs
In order to infer the parameters of the Exclusive Receiver circuit, we adopt the strategy described
in [4], evaluating parameters of sub-circuits first, and propagating their inferred values to larger
circuits that embed those same parameters. This results in an inference graph, where we infer
parameters over a sequence of models and corresponding datasets.
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Supplementary Figure 14: Inference graph for characterizing the Exclusive Receiver circuit. Blue rect-
angular nodes are inference problems for collections of synthetic gene circuit models, compared with CFP
and YFP measurements, while green rectangular nodes are inference problems for the growth models of the
circuits in the downstream blue nodes, compared with OD600 measurements. Internal to the coloured nodes
are white elliptical nodes, which correspond to individual synthetic gene circuits and one or more associ-
ated dataset(s). White rectangular nodes are the sets of inferred parameters that are propagated between
nodes. To simplify the notation, φ has been used to denote the set of growth model parameters, which are
culture-specific (local) values for r, K and tlag, and are propagated as maximum likelihood estimates. All
other parameters are global (non-culture-specific) values and propagated as marginal posterior estimates.
The simplest possible cell line to characterize is one in which there is no synthetic gene circuit
at all. Applying dynamic characterization in this context enables us to quantify autofluorescence,
and so we name this circuit auto. Therefore, we measured cells under a range of conditions to ex-
plore how gene expression capacity influenced time-series measurements at fluorescence wave-
lengths corresponding to CFP and YFP. Subsequently, we characterize a circuit (prpr) in which
CFP and YFP are driven by constitutive promoters (PR), enabling us to characterize the rates of
degradation of the fluorescent proteins. Next, we use four variants of simple HSL receiver (PCat,
R100S32, R33S32 and R33S175) to characterize the genetic parts associated with LuxR and LasR
receiver proteins and their interactions with HSL molecules 3OC6HSL (C6) and 3OC12HSL (C12).
Finally, having obtained parameter estimates for parts associated with CFP, YFP, LuxR and LasR,
we characterize the Exclusive Receiver circuit (exrep) itself, establishing quantitative estimates
for the parts associated with TetR and LacI repressor proteins.
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In the following, we introduce the models for each of the circuits just mentioned, define their
parameters and present results of the inference.
Autofluorescence model
The model we used for autofluorescence assumes that the rate of autofluorescence is constant,
and that the fluorescent material dilutes with cell growth. As such, the equations for intracellular
autofluorescence corresponding to CFP and YFP are
dρ
dt
= γ(ρ).ρ (1a)
dc480
dt
= a480 − γ(ρ).c480 (1b)
dc530
dt
= a530 − γ(ρ).c530 (1c)
where γ(ρ) = r(1− ρK ) is the specific growth rate of the cell culture with density ρ.
To compare with experimental measurements, we consider the bulk fluorescence given by
B480 = ρ.c480 + b480 (2a)
B530 = ρ.c530 + b530 (2b)
where c480 and c530 are modelled as in (1). Here, the quantities b480 and b530 represent background
fluorescence at 480 nm and 530 nm, corresponding to CFP and YFP respectively.
Inference. We use the data in [4] to infer the parameters of the auto circuit. Cells were treated
with EtOH to perturb cell growth, enabling us to determine how autofluorescence changes with
different cellular growth rates. The priors used are detailed in the following table.
Supplementary Table 2: Priors for the auto circuit characterization. In the unit column, Fl denotes fluores-
cence units. The scaling column refers to the proposal distribution used to generate new parameters during
MCMC.
Parameter Description Unit Distribution Scaling
a480 Autofluorescence (CFP) Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(10−3, 103) Log
a530 Autofluorescence (YFP) Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(10−3, 103) Log
b480 Background fluor. (CFP) Fl U(0, 104) Real
b530 Background fluor. (YFP) Fl U(0, 5× 103) Real
The marginal posterior estimates are shown in Figure 15. Simulation of the maximum likeli-
hood estimate is shown in Figure 16.
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Supplementary Figure 15: Marginal parameter posterior estimates of the auto model parameters. The
marginal distributions are computed from 20 independent MCMC chains.
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Supplementary Figure 16: Comparison of auto model with fluorescence measurements. Simulations are
for B480 (cyan lines) and B530 (yellow lines), evaluated with the maximum likelihood parameter set. Mea-
surements of bulk culture fluorescence are shown for the emission wavelengths corresponding to CFP (cyan
circles) and YFP (yellow circles). EtOH treatment concentrations are indicated atop each panel.
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Constitutive (prpr) model
The prpr circuit described above uses the constitutive PR promoter to drive CFP and YFP expres-
sion, in two separate operons. Following the derivation in [4], we arrive at a system of equations
that describe the time-evolution of the intracellular concentrations of CFP and YFP as
dc
dt
= γ(ρ).c (3a)
dcCFP
dt
= aCFP − (dCFP + γ(ρ))cCFP (3b)
dcYFP
dt
= aYFP − (dYFP + γ(ρ))cYFP (3c)
where aCFP and aYFP are aggregated parameters that incorporate the rate of transcription and
translation of CFP and YFP respectively. To compare with bulk culture fluorescence data, we use
the observer model
B480 = ρ.(cCFP + c480) + b480 (4a)
B530 = ρ.(cYFP + c530) + b530 (4b)
where the dynamics of c480 and c530 are governed by equations (1) above.
Inference. We use the data in [4] to infer the parameters of the prpr circuit. Cells were treated
with chloramphenicol to perturb cell growth, enabling us to establish how constitutively ex-
pressed proteins are altered with different cellular growth rates. While the model above does
not explicitly describe any explicit functional response to chloramphenicol, our general strategy
of allowing the cell growth parameters to vary across different measurements enables the effect
of chloramphenicol on growth rates to be implicitly captured. The quantification of autofluores-
cence was reused from the auto circuit (upstream in the inference graph), but the background
fluorescence parameters were re-inferred. The priors used are detailed in Table 3. The marginal
posterior estimates are shown in Figure 17.
Supplementary Table 3: Priors for the prpr circuit characterization. In the unit column, Fl denotes fluores-
cence units. The scaling column refers to the proposal distribution used to generate new parameters during
MCMC.
Parameter Description Unit Distribution Scaling
dCFP CFP degradation h−1 U(10−3, 100) Log
dYFP YFP degradation h−1 U(10−3, 100) Log
aCFP CFP synthesis Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(100, 105) Log
aYFP YFP synthesis Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(100, 105) Log
b480 Background fluor. (CFP) Fl U(0, 104) Real
b530 Background fluor. (YFP) Fl U(0, 5× 103) Real
Simulation of the maximum likelihood estimate is shown in Figure 18. The simulated CFP and
YFP largely agree with the measured fluorescence at the culture level. As the effect of chloram-
phenicol is not explicitly modelled here, this comparison indicates that the majority of the effect
of chloramphenicol can be described via its effect on cell growth. Any additional direct effect on
CFP and YFP expression directly, is relatively minor.
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Supplementary Figure 17: Marginal parameter posterior estimates of the prpr model parameters. The
marginal distributions are computed from 20 independent MCMC chains.
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Supplementary Figure 18: Comparison of prpr model with fluorescence measurements. Simulations are
of bulk CFP (cyan lines) and YFP (yellow lines) fluorescence, evaluated with the maximum likelihood pa-
rameter set. Measurements of bulk culture fluorescence are shown in for CFP (cyan circles) and YFP (yellow
circles). Chloramphenicol treatment concentrations are indicated atop each panel.
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Receiver model
We consider the dynamic characterization of the HSL Receiver circuit introduced in [3] and mod-
elled dynamically in [4, 5]. In this circuit, which we refer to in the main text as the Receiver, two
variations of the wild-type PLux promoter, PLux76 and PLas81, were engineered to bind prefer-
entially to activated LuxR and LasR complexes respectively. As LuxR favours binding of C6 and
LasR favours binding of C12, optimized expression of LuxR and LasR can lead to near-orthogonal
intracellular detection of C6 and C12. The Receiver device was originally measured with PLux76
upstream of the coding sequence for CFP, and PLas81 upstream of the coding sequence for YFP.
Version 1 - Uniform degradation. The first version of the model we introduce is derived in [4].
It is based on the assumption that all degradation processes are of the same order, e.g. LuxR
monomers are degraded at a similar rate as LuxR Dimers bound to HSLs. Subsequently, we will
introduce an alternative derivation where we assume that complexes are protected from degra-
dation, i.e. that degradation mainly occurs on the monomer level. We start by repeating some of
the derivation from [4].
We denote by Ck the HSL molecule with length k carbon chain, and by Gi the PLux76 and
PLas81 promoters. Then similar to the derivation in [3], we can specify all of the reactions between
the HSLs, LuxR and LasR, and eventual binding of transcriptional regulators to PLux76/PLas81.
LuxR + Ck
bRk−−⇀↽−
uRk
LuxR-Ck
LasR + Ck
bSk−⇀↽−
uSk
LasR-Ck
LuxR-Ck + LuxR-Ck
bDk−−⇀↽−
uDk
LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck
LasR-Ck + LasR-Ck
bEk−−⇀↽−
uEk
LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck
Gi + LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck
bGiDk−−−⇀↽ −
uGiDk
Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck
Gi + LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck
bGiEk−−−⇀↽ −
uGiEk
Gi-LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck
(5)
Constitutive expression of LuxR and LasR is described by
∅
aR−→ LuxR ∅ aS−→ LasR (6)
Degradation of LuxR and LasR is described by
LuxR
dR−→ ∅ LasR dS−→ ∅
LuxR-Ck
d1R−→ Ck LasR-Ck
d1S−→ Ck
LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck
d2R−→ 2Ck LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck
d2S−→ 2Ck
(7)
where d1R and d
2
R are distinguishable from dR to describe the effect of HSL molecules protecting
receiver proteins from degradation.
Inducible expression of CFP and YFP by POLux and POLas respectively is described by
GpLux76
a0pLux76−−−−→ GpLux76 + CFP
GpLux76-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck
a1pLux76−−−−→ GpLux76-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck + CFP
GpLux76-LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck
a1pLux76−−−−→ GpLux76-LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck + CFP
GpLas81
a0pLas81−−−−→ GpLas81 + YFP
GpLas81-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck
a0pLas81−−−−→ GpLas81-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck + YFP
GpLas81-LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck
a1pLas81−−−−→ GpLas81-LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck + YFP
(8)
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To produce a simplified ODE model amenable to parameter inference, we start with the equa-
tions describing LuxR and LasR protein, their complexes involving C6 and C12, and the bound-
/unbound promoters. Crucially, in this first derivation, we make a rapid equilibrium assumption
for the binding reactions (5), and obtain the following relationships
[Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]∗ = KGDk[Gi][LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck] (9a)
[LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]
∗ = KDk[LuxR-Ck]2 (9b)
[LuxR-Ck]
∗ = KRk[cR][Ck] (9c)
where KRk =
bRk
γ + uRk
, KDk =
bDk
uDk
and KGiDk =
bGiDk
uGiDk
. Therefore (also symmetry of LuxR and
LasR),
[Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]∗ = KGiDkKDk (KRk[Ck][cR])
2 (10a)
[Gi-LasR-Ck-LasR-Ck]∗ = KGiEkKEk (KSk[Ck][cS])
2 (10b)
where the new K’s are defined as above.
To reduce the system to fewer variables, we consider the evolution of total LuxR, and seek to
co-ordinate this with the rapid equilibrium relationships above. By denoting the total concentra-
tion of LuxR as cR, we can write down its time-evolution as
d[R]T
dt
=
d[cR]
dt
+ ∑
k
(
d[LuxR-Ck]
dt
+ 2
d[LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]
dt
+ 2 ∑
i
d[Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]
dt
)
(11a)
= aR − γ[cR]− dR[cR] . . .
−∑
k
(
(γ + d1R)[LuxR-Ck] + (γ + d
2
R)[LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck] + γ ∑
i
[Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]
)
(11b)
If there are differences between dR, d1R and d
2
R, then further reduction is complicated. However, by
assuming that HSL is not protective of receiver protein (d1R = d
2
R = dR), we obtain the simplification
dcR
dt
= aR − (γ + dR)cR (12)
Now using a conservation relationship for LuxR, we can obtain
cR = [LuxR] + ∑
k
(
[LuxR-Ck] + 2[LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck] + 2 ∑
i
[Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]
)
= [LuxR] + ∑
k
(
KRk[LuxR][Ck] + 2KDkK2Rk[LuxR]
2[Ck]
2 + ∑
i
2KGiDk[Gi]KDkK2Rk[LuxR]
2[Ck]
2
)
When Ck is low, total LuxR is closely approximated by free LuxR, cR ≈ [LuxR]. But when Ck
is high, cR should be partitioned between the [LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck] and [Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck]
species. Therefore, to simplify the analysis, we propose modelling this by using the assumption
cR ≈ [LuxR] + ∑
k
[LuxR-Ck] = [LuxR]
(
1 + ∑
k
KRk[Ck]
)
(13)
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which still captures the saturation of LuxR by Ck, using the approximations
[LuxR] ≈ cR.
1
1 + ∑k KRk[Ck]
(14a)
[LuxR-Ck] ≈ cR.
KRk[Ck]
1 + ∑k KRk[Ck]
(14b)
[LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck] ≈ KDkc2R
(
KRk[Ck]
1 + ∑k KRk[Ck]
)2
(14c)
[Gi-LuxR-Ck-LuxR-Ck] ≈ K
(i)
GR[Gi]c
2
R
(
KRk[Ck]
1 + ∑k KRk[Ck]
)2
(14d)
where K(i)GR = KGiDkKDk is assumed to be independent of which signal is bound (k), equivalent to
the derivation in [3]. By symmetry, we immediately obtain equivalent expressions for interactions
between LasR, HSL and PLux promoters. We denote the total concentration of LasR as cS.
In addition to the saturation of LuxR and LasR, our reduced model also allows for saturation
of Gi. By taking advantage of the conservation law
Ni = [Gi]+[Gi-LuxR-C6-LuxR-C6] + [Gi-LuxR-C12-LuxR-C12] + . . .
[Gi-LasR-C6-LasR-C6] + [Gi-LasR-C12-LasR-C12],
we can derive the rate of production of mRNA as a function of cR, cS [C6] and [C12]. For notational
convenience we write c6 := [C6] and c12 := [C12]. Then,
Pi(c6, c12, cR, cS) =
ε(i) + K(i)GRBR + K
(i)
GSBS
1 + K(i)GRBR + K
(i)
GSBS
(15)
where the fractions of bound LuxR and LasR are defined by
BR := c2R
(
KRkck
1 + ∑k KRkck
)nR
, BS := c2S
(
KSkck
1 + ∑k KSkck
)nS
(16)
Here, we have introduce alternative exponents nR and nS, analogous to the usage of n in [3].
Accordingly, we obtain the following system of equations
dρ
dt
= γ(ρ).ρ (17a)
dcR
dt
= aR − (dR + γ(ρ)).cR (17b)
dcS
dt
= aS − (dS + γ(ρ)).cS (17c)
dcCFP
dt
= aCFP.P76(c6, c12, cR, cS)− (dCFP + γ(ρ)).cCFP (17d)
dcYFP
dt
= aYFP.P81(c6, c12, cR, cS)− (dYFP + γ(ρ)).cYFP (17e)
Inference for version 1 (uniform degradation). To characterize the LuxR and LasR signalling
components, we used measurements of the response of four Receiver circuits from [3] to treatment
with C6 and C12 over 3-fold dilutions. The maximum LuxR and LasR production rates were
normalized to the values corresponding to the Pcat promoters, as done previously [3], thus setting
the scale for unobserved concentrations of LuxR and LasR.
We used (uninformative) uniform priors on the previously uncharacterized parameters, and
(informative) truncated Gaussian priors on f480, f530, dCFP and dYFP with mean and standard
deviation taken from the marginal posteriors of the prpr circuit characterization. We did not
propagate the marginal posteriors of aCFP and aYFP as the promoter involved differed between
the prpr circuit and Receiver circuits. The priors used are detailed in the following table.
The marginal posterior estimates are shown in Figure 19. Simulation of the maximum likeli-
hood estimate is shown in Figure 20.
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Supplementary Table 4: Priors for version 1 of the Receiver circuit characterization. In the unit column, MR
and MS denote the normalised mass units for LuxR and LasR, and Fl denotes fluorescence units. The scaling
column refers to the proposal distribution used to generate new parameters during MCMC.
Parameter Description Unit Distribution Scaling
aR100 LuxR synthesis MR.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
aR33 LuxR synthesis MR.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
aS32 LasR synthesis MS.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
aS175 LasR synthesis MS.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
dR LuxR degradation h−1 U(10−2, 102) Log
dS LasR degradation h−1 U(10−2, 102) Log
KR6 Dissociation (LuxR-C6) nM−1 U(10−8, 1) Log
KS6 Dissociation (LasR-C6) nM−1 U(10−8, 1) Log
KR12 Dissociation (LuxR-C12) nM−1 U(10−8, 1) Log
KS12 Dissociation (LasR-C12) nM−1 U(10−8, 1) Log
K(76)GR Dissociation (P76-LuxR) M
−2
R U(10
−4, 103) Log
K(76)GS Dissociation (P76-LasR) M
−2
S U(10
−8, 103) Log
K(81)GR Dissociation (P81-LuxR) M
−2
R U(10
−8, 103) Log
K(81)GS Dissociation (P81-LasR) M
−2
S U(10
−4, 103) Log
nR Hill constant (LuxR-HSL) - U(0.5, 2) Real
nS Hill constant (LasR-HSL) - U(0.5, 2) Real
e(76) Leak production (P76) - U(10−4, 1) Log
e(81) Leak production (P81) - U(10−4, 1) Log
aCFP CFP synthesis Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(102, 106) Log
aYFP YFP synthesis Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(102, 106) Log
b480 Background fluor. (CFP) Fl U(0, 104) Real
b530 Background fluor. (YFP) Fl U(0, 5× 103) Real
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Supplementary Figure 19: Marginal parameter posterior estimates of the Receiver model (version 1) pa-
rameters. The marginal distributions are computed from 20 independent MCMC chains.
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D R33S175 circuit
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Supplementary Figure 20: Comparison of Receiver models with fluorescence measurements. Simulations
are of bulk CFP (cyan lines) and YFP (yellow lines) fluorescence, evaluated with the maximum likelihood
parameter set. Measurements of bulk culture fluorescence are shown in for CFP (cyan circles) and YFP
(yellow circles). C6 and C12 treatment concentrations are indicated atop each panel.
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Version 2 - Protected degradation. Here we provide an alternative derivation for the model
reduction based on the assumption that HSL complexes and dimers are protected from degrada-
tion, i.e. that degradation predominantly occurs on the level of LuxR/LasR monomers. This is
supported by in vitro analysis of purified LuxR suggesting that LuxR protein is unstable in the
absence of 3OC6-HSL [6]. Furthermore, we assume that all dilution effects occur on a slow time
scale as compared to the kinetic. With this derivation, we obtain the same functional structure of
the promoter activities of PLux76 and PLas81 from equation (15), but with the definitions of the
bound fraction of LuxR and LasR given instead by
BR := c2R
(
cnR6 + (eR12c12)
nR
)
, BS := c2S
(
(eS6c6)nS + c
nS
12
)
(18)
where eR12 =
KR12
KR6
and eS6 =
KS6
KS12
result from dividing by KR6 and KS12. Consequently, the
parameters K(i)GR and K
(i)
GS in equation (15) are rescaled by KR6 and KS12 respectively.
Inference for version 2 (Protected degradation). We carried out parameter inference for version
2 of the model directly equivalent to that done for version 1. The complete list of prior distribu-
tions for the parameters is as follows.
Supplementary Table 5: Priors for version 2 of the Receiver circuit characterization. In the unit column, MR
and MS denote the normalised mass units for LuxR and LasR, and Fl denotes fluorescence units. The scaling
column refers to the proposal distribution used to generate new parameters during MCMC.
Parameter Description Unit Distribution Scaling
aR100 LuxR synthesis MR.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
aR33 LuxR synthesis MR.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
aS32 LasR synthesis MS.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
aS175 LasR synthesis MS.h−1 U(1, 102) Log
dR LuxR degradation h−1 U(10−2, 102) Log
dS LasR degradation h−1 U(10−2, 102) Log
eR12 Chemical crosstalk (LuxR) - U(10−8, 1) Log
eS6 Chemical crosstalk (LasR) - U(10−8, 1) Log
K(76)GR Dissociation (P76-LuxR) M
−(2+nR)
R U(10
−4, 103) Log
K(76)GS Dissociation (P76-LasR) M
−(2+nS)
S U(10
−8, 103) Log
K(81)GR Dissociation (P81-LuxR) M
−(2+nR)
R U(10
−8, 103) Log
K(81)GS Dissociation (P81-LasR) M
−(2+nS)
S U(10
−4, 103) Log
nR Hill constant (LuxR-HSL) - U(0.2, 2) Real
nS Hill constant (LasR-HSL) - U(0.2, 2) Real
e(76) Leak production (P76) - U(10−4, 1) Log
e(81) Leak production (P81) - U(10−4, 1) Log
aCFP CFP synthesis Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(102, 106) Log
aYFP YFP synthesis Fl.cell−1.h−1 U(102, 106) Log
B480 Background fluorescence (CFP) Fl U(0, 104) Real
B530 Background fluorescence (YFP) Fl U(0, 5× 103) Real
The marginal posterior estimates are shown in Figure 21. Simulation of the maximum likeli-
hood estimate is shown in Figure 22.
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Supplementary Figure 21: Marginal parameter posterior estimates of the Receiver model (version 2) pa-
rameters. The marginal distributions are computed from 20 independent MCMC chains.
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A Pcat circuit
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C R33S32 circuit
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D R33S175 circuit
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Supplementary Figure 22: Comparison of Receiver models with fluorescence measurements. Simulations
are of bulk CFP (cyan lines) and YFP (yellow lines) fluorescence, evaluated with the maximum likelihood
parameter set. Measurements of bulk culture fluorescence are shown in for CFP (cyan circles) and YFP
(yellow circles). C6 and C12 treatment concentrations are indicated atop each panel.
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Exclusive Receiver model
To model the Exclusive Receiver, we consider the inhibition of PTet by TetR and PLac by LacI,
and the mechanism of chemical inhibition by IPTG and ATC. For promoter regulation, we use the
inhibition Hill function
HI(x, n) :=
1
1 + xn
(19)
Typically, these functions would include a parameter for the half-saturation concentration,
but we omit that here because, without loss of generality, [LacI] and [TetR] can be arbitrarily
scaled by those half-saturation concentrations. In such a rescaling, the half-saturation constants
get embedded within the maximal production rates, aL and aT . For the chemical inhibitors, we
assume a reaction of the form
inhibitor + repressor→ sequestered product (20)
Correspondingly, the action of IPTG and ATC is proportional to the product of its concentration
and its target repressor protein concentration.
dρ
dt
= γ(ρ).ρ (21a)
dcYFP
dt
= aYFP. f81(c6, c12, cR, cS)− (γ(ρ) + dYFP)cYFP (21b)
dcCFP
dt
= aCFP. f76(c6, c12, cR, cS)− (γ(ρ) + dCFP)cCFP (21c)
dc530
dt
= bY − γ(ρ).c530 (21d)
dc480
dt
= bC − γ(ρ).c480 (21e)
dcR
dt
= aR.HI(cT , nT)− (γ(ρ) + dR).cR (21f)
dcS
dt
= aS.HI(cL, nL)− (γ(ρ) + dS).cS (21g)
dcL
dt
= aL.P76(c6, c12, cR, cS)− (γ(ρ) + dL + iI .cI).cL (21h)
dcT
dt
= aT .P81(c6, c12, cR, cS)− (γ(ρ) + dT + iA.cA).cT (21i)
where P76 and P81 are defined in (15).
Inference for version 1 (uniform degradation). The inference procedure was less robust for
the Exclusive Receiver, as compared with upstream circuits in the inference graph. In particular,
we found it was not possible to identify a unique mode within the parameter space when all
parameters were allowed to be flexible. Specifically, there was strong interdependency within
the triplet {aL, dL, iI} and the triplet {aT , dT , iA}. Our interpretation is that we are unable to fully
recover the time-scales of variations in cL and cT , as they are likely to not vary much during the
experiments we used for characterization. It’s likely that cL and cT quickly stabilise to equilibria
when the cells are transferred to the media containing the treatments (specific concentrations of
C6, C12, IPTG and ATC). In which case, only those equilibrium values will be identifiable, and not
the production and degradation rates separately. Therefore, in the final version of the inference
results presented here, we have fixed the degradation rates of LacI and TetR to 1 h−1.
Even when running the inference with dL and dT fixed, we found that chain convergence
was not perfect, and some chains got stuck in local optima. Therefore, in our marginal posterior
estimates, we have only included chains that converged to relatively good likelihood scores Fig-
ure 23. The marginals clearly indicate some additional flexibility in the inferred parameter values,
possibly resulting from the larger parameter space being navigated, which includes uninforma-
tive priors for the parameters listed in Table 6, but also some flexibility in all of the parameters
associated with the Receiver module, despite them having a strong prior.
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Supplementary Table 6: Priors for the Exclusive Receiver circuit characterization. In the unit column, ML
and MT denote the normalised mass units for LacI and TetR, and Fl denotes fluorescence units. The scaling
column refers to the proposal distribution used to generate new parameters during MCMC.
Parameter Description Unit Distribution Scaling
aL LacI synthesis ML.h−1 U(1, 104) Log
aT TetR synthesis MT .h−1 U(1, 104) Log
dL LacI degradation h−1 1 (Fixed) N/A
dT TetR degradation h−1 1 (Fixed) N/A
nL Hill constant (LacI) - U(0.5, 4.0) Real
nT Hill constant (TetR) - U(0.5, 4.0) Real
iA ATC inhibition of TetR M−1T .(ng/ml ATC)
−1.h−1 U(10−2, 103) Log
iI IPTG inhibition of LacI M−1L .(mM IPTG)
−1.h−1 U(10−2, 103) Log
B480 Background fluor. (CFP) Fl U(0, 104) Real
B530 Background fluor. (YFP) Fl U(0, 5× 103) Real
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Supplementary Figure 23: Marginal parameter posterior estimates of the Exclusive Receiver model (ver-
sion 1) parameters. The marginal distributions are computed from 9 of 20 independent MCMC chains.
Chains were discarded that did not converge to high log-likelihood regions.
Simulation of the maximum likelihood estimate is shown in Figure 23.
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A 2d dilution of C6 and C12
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B Characterization of IPTG and ATC
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Supplementary Figure 23: Comparison of Exclusive Receiver model (version 1) with fluorescence mea-
surements. Simulations are of bulk CFP (cyan lines) and YFP (yellow lines) fluorescence, evaluated with the
maximum likelihood parameter set. Measurements of bulk culture fluorescence are shown in for CFP (cyan
circles) and YFP (yellow circles). C6, C12, ATC and IPTG treatment concentrations are indicated atop each
panel.
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Inference for version 2 (Protected degradation). The inference procedure was also not com-
pletely robust for version 2 of the Exclusive Receiver model. We used the same uninformative
priors for the parameters specific to the Exclusive Receiver model as in version 1, including fix-
ing dL and dT . Again, in our marginal posterior estimates, we have only included chains that
converged to relatively good likelihood scores Figure 24.
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Supplementary Figure 24: Marginal parameter posterior estimates of the Exclusive Receiver model (ver-
sion 2) parameters. The marginal distributions are computed from 8 of 20 independent MCMC chains.
Chains were discarded that did not converge to high log-likelihood regions.
Simulation of the maximum likelihood estimate is shown in Extended Data Figure 2.
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2.2 Bistability Analysis
In this section we outline computations used to create Figure 2b in the main text which compares
regions of bistability indicated by hysterisis experiments in flow cytometry to that given by the
differential equation model for the exclusive receiver circuit.
To characterize the region in the (c12, c6) plane where bistability occurs, we used numerical
continuation to calculate a co-dimension two limit curve. The code in get bifurcations.jl in our
repository takes advantage of the Julia package PseudoArcLengthContinuation.jl [7]. To calcu-
late the bifurcations, we only need consider the steady states of the model. The auto-fluorescence
equations are independent of the others and CFP and YFP are simply readouts of cL and cT respec-
tively, leaving only four coupled equations to solve, defined by state vector c = (cR, cS, cL, cT).
For simplicity of analysis, we assume that cell density ρ is constant, and consequently the spe-
cific growth rate γ(ρ) =: γ0 is constant. Later, we check this assumption in Figure 26. With this
simplification, the model given by (21) can be represented compactly as
dc
dt
= Fθ(c, u) (22)
where u = (c6, c12, cI , cA) are the experimental control parameters, θ is the vector containing the
inferred parameters from Section S1 and γ0.
To improve the numerical stability of numerical continuation, we transform the model into
log10 coordinates via the element-wise transformations c→ 10c and u→ 10u yielding
dc
dt
=
Fθ(10c, 10u) 10−c
ln(10)
(23)
The steady states are defined by zeros of the numerator of the right-hand side. We can imme-
diately see that this transformation induced a zero at c → ∞ which we are not interested in and
thus simply seek to solve
Fθ(10c, 10u) = 0 (24)
To further increase numerical stability of finding 24 we explicitly calculate the Jacobian in the
log coordinate system. Luckily the Jacobian in the new coordinates can be expressed in terms
of the matrix product between the Jacobian in the original coordinates and the Jacobian of the
coordinate transformation
∂Fθ
∂c
→ ln(10)∂Fθ
∂c
∣∣∣∣
c→10c
Diag[ 10c] (25)
where Diag[v] is a diagonal matrix with the vector components of v along the diagonal. The
Jacobian in the original coordinates is
∂Fθ
∂c
=

0 0 0 aR33
∂HT
∂T
0 0 aS175
∂HL
∂L 0
aL
∂P76
∂R aL
∂P76
∂S 0 0
aT
∂P81
∂R aT
∂P81
∂S 0 0
−Diag
γ0 +

dR
dS
dL
dT
+

0
0
iIcI
iAcA

 (26)
where partials of inhibitory hill functions and promoter activities are
∂HX
∂X
=
−nX .c
(nX−1)
X
(1 + cnXX )
2
∂PN
∂X
=
KNGX (1− eN)[
1 + KNGRBR(cR) + K
N
GSBS(cS)
]2 ∂BX∂X (27)
and partial bound molecules for uniform and protected degradation models are respectively
∂BX
∂X
= 2cX
(KX6c6)nX + (KX12c12)nX
(1 + KX6c6 + KX12c12)nX
∂BX
∂X
= 2cX
{
cnX6 + (ER12c12)
nX X = R
cnX12 + (ES6c6)
nX X = S
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Given the rate function Fθ and its Jacobian
∂Fθ
∂c in log coordinates we can perform a co-dimension
one parameter continuation for a fixed value of c12 along the c6 direction to find a limit point. Then
the solution can be continued along a limit curve in the (c6, c12) plane along both directions until
the limits of the observation region are met. Figure 25 reveals these curves for different models
and inferred maximum likelihood parameter sets θ and Figure 26 reveals that the chosen model
for the main text is insensitive to changes in growth γ0 and therefore we can safely assume that the
qualitative behaviour of the model will not change if the cell density is constant. For simplicity,
this is what is done in the spatial simulations in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
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Supplementary Figure 25: Bifurcation curves for uniform and protected degradation models. Curves
are plotted on top of bimodal population separation heatmaps generated from flow cytometry data. The
selected maximum likelihood parameters are used in the main text.
Supplementary Figure 26: Bifurcation curve insensitivity specific growth rate γ0. The cell density is a
monotonically increasing function of time that saturates at the carrying capacity. Concomitantly, the specific
growth rate declines towards 0. By evaluating the bifurcation diagram at different values of γ0, we can see
how the cusp would move over time. Here the maximum likelihood parameters from the main text reveal
that the cusp does not move much as the cell density increases over time.
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2.3 Boundary Experiments
Simulation and local equilibria
For spatial simulations a simple forward-Euler method is implemented in get movie.py. The bac-
terial colonies for the spatial experiments were placed on top of agar with no signalling molecules
inside it. Then additional volumes of agar were attached either side of the width of the experi-
ment with different concentrations of c6 and c12. The signalling molecules then diffuse in the agar
and established a cross-gradient felt by the bacterial colonies. These are governed by diffusion
∂cX(x, t)
∂t
= DX
∂2cX(x, t)
∂x2
(28)
where D6 = 1.8 · 10−6 m2.h−1 and D12 = 0.9 · 10−6 m2.h−1.
The initial conditions for spatial simulations are zero everywhere except for c6(x, t)|t=0 and
c12(x, t)|t=0 initialised in small regions widths w on opposite sides of the experiment of width W
at concentrations such that the homogeneous equilibrium after diffusion would be c6(x, t)|t→∞ =
C6 and c12(x, t)|t→∞ = C12 with zero-flux boundary conditions. Therefore
c6(x, t)|t=0 =
WC6
w
H(w− x) c12(x, t)|t=0 =
WC12
w
H(x−W + w) (29)
where H(x) is a unit step function.
Supplementary Figure 27: Initial conditions c6(x, t)|t=0 and c12(x, t)|t=0 with W = 1.6 cm and w = 0.4 cm
Each location x experiences concentrations c6, c12 which define a local equilibrium for the re-
maining state variables. These local equilibria evolve over time and are chased by the actual
concentrations of protein in the cells at that location. As shown by Figure 25, at some concentra-
tions c6, c12 there may two stable equilibria rather than one. Therefore it becomes useful to not
only display the dynamics in the one dimensional spatial domain but also in the (c6, c12) plane.
How and when local equilibria bifurcate reveals the eventual fate of the spatial pattern.
Figure 28 shows a snapshot of the dynamics in the spatial domain x and the (c6, c12) plane. A
sharp boundary in space forms when the state density in (c6, c12) moves into the bistable region
enclosed by the limit point curve. This means that, given the cross-gradient initial conditions
29, if the homogeneous equilibrium C6, C12 lies within the bistable region, a sharp stationary
boundary will form. If C6, C12 lies below the cusp of the limit point curve, only soft boundaries
will form. In other regions outside the bistable cone the sharp boundary has a finite velocity and
will eventually leave the experimental region. See supplementary movies 2-5 for examples of the
above. This motivated the experimental exploration of the space of C6, C12 and measurements of
boundary velocity, which are described in the following section.
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Supplementary Figure 28: Dynamics in the spatial domain x on the left and (c6, c12) plane on the right.
Spatial averages of morphogens C6, C12 are 99 nM and 412 nM respectively for both panels
Computation of the boundary velocity
The velocity of the boundary is determined using get movement.py from the TIFF image stack
M[t, x, y, s] obtained by the fluorescence microscope from one experiment, set up with a chosen
C6, C12 combination. Here t indexes the time point, x and y index the width and height and s
indexes the three channels: CFP,YFP and RFP.
First the data are normalised by the RFP channel. This way the location of the boundary can
be defined by comparing the pixel values of one channel against the other. The pixels are masked
for the colony grid squares (x, y) ∈ Ω which are otherwise surrounded by hydrophobic ink filter
paper, on which no colonies grow. The grid squares are detected by thresholding the constituent
RFP channel at the end time point.
X[t, x, y, s] :=
M[t, x, y, s]
M[t, x, y, •] where (x, y) ∈ Ω (30)
where Ω :=
{
(x, y) : M[end, x, y, •] > 1
2
}
(31)
Next, a sigmoidal basis function Bayesian Ridge regressor is applied to each channel and time
point along the width x of the preprocessed data X[t, x, y, s]. Sigmoidal basis functions are used
because they satisfy the zero-flux boundary conditions as well as our expectations that the fluo-
rescence profile across the width of the experiment will mostly be flat with a transient step due to
the cross-gradient. The unknown weights φ of the basis functions are obtained by minimising the
objective
Jφ[t, s] := ∑
(x,y)∈Ω
||X[t, x, y, s]− fφ(x)[t, s]||2 (32)
where fφ(x) := ∑
(α,µ,σ)∈φ
α
1 + e−
x−µ
σ
(33)
With the continuous estimate fφ∗(x) for each [t, s], the location of the boundary can be obtained
even if it was estimated to lie between two colonies as seen in Figure 29. Since this continuous
estimate is obtained for each point in time, the position of the boundary can be tracked in a smooth
kymograph as shown in Figure 30. We define the boundary location β[t] to be where the estimate
of the CFP channel • is equal to that of the YFP channel •,
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fφ∗(β)[t, •] = fφ∗(β)[t, •] (34)
The distance travelled by the boundary ∆β from its formation time t∗ to the end as a fraction
of the size of the experiment W can now be computed. The formation time t∗ was judged by eye
and seems to lie between 3− 5 h, at which fluorescence values are sufficiently steep to form a
sharp boundary. The boundary should have travelled at least 10% along the width - which is the
approximate size of one colony grid square - in order to be classified as moving.
∆β =
β[t∗]− β[end]
W
(35)
Supplementary Figure 29: Bayesian Ridge regression estimate fφ(x) from preprocessed data X
Supplementary Figure 30: Boundary location β[t] by equating estimates from two channels
The distance travelled ∆β can be investigated for different equilibrium concentrations C6 and
C12. Figure 31 shows results for a two dimensional dilution between 5 nM and 25000 nM and
fixed 10 µM IPTG. The subsequent classification using ∆β is shown as Figure 3c in the main text.
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Supplementary Figure 31: a) Boundary movements β[t] for a grid of equilibrium concentrations C6, C12
and fixed 10 µM IPTG. This is an expanded version of Figure 3c in the main text, showing the kymograpghs
that were used for classification. b) Bayesian Ridge regression estimates for final time points of preprocessed
data X
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Supplementary Figure 32: a) Replicate of Figure 31 for a two dimensional dilution of C6, C12 between 5 nM
and 25000 nM and fixed 10 µM IPTG. b) Bayesian Ridge estimates for final time points of preprocessed data
X
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Supplementary Figure 33: a) Replicate of Figure 31 for a two dimensional dilution of C6, C12 between 20
nM and 2000 nM and fixed 10 µM IPTG. b) Bayesian Ridge estimates for final time points of preprocessed
data X
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Use of IPTG to influence bifurcation curve
Solid culture experiments on boundary movement were initially performed in the absence of
IPTG. We observed stationary boundaries at the concentrations labelled as grey points (Figure
S24). The shape of the region encompassing the grey points was qualitatively similar to the conical
bistability region we observed in previous experiments and in our models, but was quantitatively
shifted such that even very low concentrations of C6 enabled bistability. We hypothesized that
this was due to minor differences in culture conditions between solid and liquid cultures. We
hypothesized that the addition of a low concentration of IPTG would partially derepress LacI,
thereby making the YFP-dominant region larger and more like that seen in liquid culture. We
used IPTG to shift the bistability region back (Figure S25) to coincide with the region in liquid
culture. This allowed us to perform the solid culture experiments in a regime in which we could
observe the transition from stable boundary to moving boundary with YFP dominance, by using
higher concentrations of C12 while keeping C6 constant.
Experiments with the relay circuit (Fig. 4b) performed as expected without the need for addi-
tion of IPTG or ATC.
Supplementary Figure 34: Boundary movement in the absence of IPTG Boundaries were classified by eye
at the spatial average concentrations indicated.
Experiments with the relay circuit (4a) performed as expected without the addition of IPTG or
ATC.
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Supplementary Figure 35: Bifurcation curve dependence on ATC and IPTG. Increasing the concentrations
cA or cI shifts the cusp point keeping the general shape of the bistable region. Here the maximum likelihood
parameters from the main text are used as the reference cusp.
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2.4 Models of the Exclusive Receiver Relay Circuits
The Exclusive Receiver Relay circuits were described in Figure 4 of the main text. The models for
these circuits are simple extensions of the constant density model of the Exclusive Receiver circuit
(22) with ρ = ρ0, γ = γ0 and production terms in the signal diffusion equations
∂c6(x, t)
∂t
= D6
∂2c6(x, t)
∂x2
+ kC6ρ0cluxI
∂c12(x, t)
∂t
= D12
∂2c12(x, t)
∂x2
+ kC12ρ0clasI (36)
dcluxI
dt
= P81 − (γ0 + dluxI)cluxI
dclasI
dt
= P76 − (γ0 + dlasI)clasI (37)
Here, the additional production terms kC6ρ0cluxI and kC12ρ0clasI break mass conservation of the
signalling molecules and thus may increase the spatial averages C6, C12. These terms can be visu-
alised as vertical and horizontal vector fields components in the (c6, c12) plane respectively, which
induce a drift on the local equilibria and the spatial average C6, C12. Since there is no saturation of
signal production, the spatial average C6, C12 will eventually always move outside of the bistable
region, giving rise to a uniform dominant CFP or YFP profile. Within the finite observation time
t < 24 h however, we may observe sharp boundaries forming, as the spatial average C6, C12
passes through the bistable region. Figure 36 shows how even monotonic gradients can facilitate
boundary formation.
Supplementary Figure 36: Dynamics of the relay circuit for kC12 > 0, kC6 = 0 in the spatial domain x on the
left and (c6, c12) plane on the right, showing additional reaction terms as red vectors driving the dynamics.
This way even monotonic gradients can facilitate boundary formation
The additional parameters kC6,kC12,dluxI,dlasI are tuned by hand. Simulations in Section 2.3
suggest that local cellular responses approach local equilibria faster than the diffusion timescales
of signalling molecules. This means we can reasonably assume that our system is diffusion-
limited and so reactive dynamics (37) are much faster than diffusive dynamics (36) and we can
apply the quasi-steady state assumption to (36) yielding
∂c6(x, t)
∂t
= D6
∂2c6(x, t)
∂x2
+
kC6ρ0P81
γ0 + dluxI
,
∂c12(x, t)
∂t
= D12
∂2c12(x, t)
∂x2
+
kC12ρ0P76
γ0 + dlasI
, (38)
and therefore in effect only two ratio parameter ratios need to be tuned. These ratios determine
the magnitude of the relay reactions in the (c6, c12) plane, which determine whether diffusion had
contracted the local equilibria to the spatial average C6, C12 before or after having crossed into
bistable region. Boundaries only form if contraction to C6, C12 occurred after entering the bistable
region. See supplementary movies 6-7 for examples of these cases.
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